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NOTE: THE SEPTEMBER CLUB MEETING
WILL BE HELD THE 2ND
SATURDAY OF SEPTEMBER INSTEAD OF

3RD SATURDAY!

THE USUAL

VINCE’S VERITIES
I am writing this while reflecting on what a
great rally we had over the weekend. I would
like to thank all of the members who made
this rally a success. Of course we need to
start with Maggie Weaver our rally queen. She
ran a tight ship without making the rally a
burden and kept everything well organized.
The great unsung hero of the rally is Dan
Weaver who is always on the move making
things happen behind the scenes with little
fanfare while attempting to avoid recognition.
Of course there is Nancy our former president who is always there to offer the wisdom
of her experience and at least bail me out when
I don’t know something. In fact Nancy is so
good that I propose that we have a 1 800-call
Nancy permanent number for future presidents when they need assistance. Of course,
what would a Four Winds rally be without
Sean and the tire patch seminar? All of the
board members participated with Larry doing
a great job with registration and Patrick organizing wonderful field events and taking care
of the audiovisual needs in spite of the melt
down of our speaker during the movie Friday
night. Chris was invaluable and dedicated in
keeping track of registration on the computer
from dawn to dusk. Diane created a beautiful
work of art in the map of the area with routes

WANT ONE OF THE BEAUTIFUL
RALLY T-SHIRTS AND DIDN’T GET
ONE? SEE P. 8!
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SEPTEMBER MEETING INFO
The next meeting of the Four Winds BMW
Riders will be held on Sat., Sept. 11, 2010
from 12:00 PM to 3 PM at Leo Stanton’s,
3015 Walton Rd in Finleyville, PA, (Ph..
412-384-8229). Hamburgers, hot dogs, and
drinks will be provided. Members are asked
to bring appetizers, side dishes, and desserts according to your last name: A-H:
side dish; I-P: appetizer; Q-Z: dessert.
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PUBLICATION INFO
The Four Winds BMW Riders
Newsletter is published for
members’ use. Articles’ and
pictures’ copyrights are held by
their authors. Author’s permission should be obtained before
any form of republication.
Editor: Ralph Meyer
Deadline: Articles submitted must
be received by the editor no
later than 6:00 PM on the
Tuesday after the club meeting of the month preceding the
month of publication (e.g.,
Sept. Meeting: NORMALLY
(BUT NOT THIS MONTH),
Sept. 18; Sept. issue deadline:
Tues., Sept. 21st). Articles/Info
rec’d after deadline go in next
month’s newsletter.
Submission information:
E-mail submissions: Send as attachments with “4 Winds Newsletter Article” in the e-mail
‘Subject’ line to:
<meyer@zoominternet.net>
Articles on Disk Media mail to:
Ralph Meyer, Editor
4 Winds Newsletter
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720
Submission formats:
Articles: Send as plain text with
headings and hdg depth defined,
or in Word Processor (e.g., MS
Word) format. Save trees: avoid
paper if you can.
Pictures and graphics: Submit in
JPEG or TIFF format with
clearly marked locations in the
article.
Long articles may be split between
issues.
National Club Affiliations: Four
Winds BMW Riders is chartered club #6 of the BMWMOA
and chartered club #76 of the
BMWRA
Newsletters in color PDF format
are at the Four Winds Site,
www.4windsbmw.org . Download a free Adobe PDF reader
by clicking the ‘Get Adobe
Reader ’
button
at
www.adobe.com and following
the directions thereafter provided.

MEETING SCHEDULE 2010
Mark the dates on your calendars,
but remember...
All meeting sites are tentative.
Please check the web site and
newsletter for changes and updates.
September 11, 2010 12-3 PM —
House Party at Leo Stanton’s,
Finleyville.
October 16, 2010 12-3 PM — The
Hofbrauhous = South Side Works,
2705 South Water St, Pittsburgh, PA
15203
November, 2010 12-3 PM — The Bella
Luna Trattoria = Monroeville, 5060
William
Penn
Highway,
Monroeville, PA 15146
December, 2010 — No Monthly
Meeting

and attractions and I think the club ought to
make it a regular part of the rally every year.
Joann and John put a lot of energy and time
into organizing rally prizes and John did the
important early morning job of Sunday morning doughnuts. Jack was around for the
teardown of the tents and is always willing to
lend a hand without anyone asking. Okay,
Walt! I didn’t forget you and the guys, P.W.
and Ralph at security. I always feel safe when
you guys are at the gate. I think? Ron “Ready
K” performed flawlessly as Master of Ceremonies and I would recommend him for a
David Letterman replacement. I know I either
forgot some people or was too busy to notice
everything, but to all of the members who
volunteered I appreciate what you did to make
this a memorable rally. Finally thank-you to
all the presenters and vendors who took time
out to be at the rally and share their wisdom
and products.
Now, onto some important club business.
The September meeting at Leo’s is moved to
the 11th and information regarding the meeting will be forthcoming. Please remember to
bring nominations for officers and board members or better yet come with a spirit of volunteering. The club needs new people with new
ideas and enthusiasm to build upon past success and keep the club improving. We still
have a lot of activity ahead of us, including
fall rides and, of course, the winter banquet;
yet, at the same time we need to be looking to
the future to ensure good leadership and the
continued success of the club.
Ride safely,

V INCE
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ONGOING EVENTS
Breakfast Rides, et al.:
These rides are free-form. Those
attending decide what they
want to do and where, if anywhere, they want to ride. If you
just want to show up in the car
and have breakfast with fellow
motorcyclists, that’s fine too.

COME! EAT! CHAT! RIDE!
Ride Schedule — Month:
Sun, Sept. 5 — North at King’s, I79 & Rt 910/VIP Dr., 10:00 AM
Sat, Sept. 11 — West at Bob Evans,
Rt 60 & Campbell’s Run Rd,
9:00 AM
Sun, Sept. 19 — South at King's,
3049 Washington Pike, off Exit
54, I-79, Bridgeville, 10:00
AM
Sat, Sept. 25 — East at Dick’s, Rt
22
Westbound
Side,
Monroeville, 9:00 AM
If you’re going to a breakfast
ride, you might want to notify others: It’s not necessary,
but it’d be nice to let others
know you’re going to a particular Breakfast Ride by putting
a notice on the 4-Winds Site
Message Board’s Breakfast
Ride section saying so. That’ll
help save a rider from discovering too late that no one else
is going that day. The Breakfast Ride’s URL is: http://
www.4windsbmw.org/forum/
viewforum.php?f=9 . Be sure
to erase your post after the ride
if you can so the board doesn’t
get cluttered.

CAR CRUISE
EUROPEAN BIKE NIGHT
Well, the V-twins outdid us again... there were about three times as
many Harleys, Victorys, Hondas, and other V-Twin types as there
were Guzzis, Beemers, Ducks, Triumphs, Katooms, Urals, etc. present.
That did not stop those of us who made it from having fun, ogling
some neat bikes, and grabbing some tasty comestibles to enjoy with
fine conversation over a table in the Megachurch’s Starlight Café later.
(This is the only church I’ve been in that looks like a rock concert hall
and that sports a good sized lunch counter and soda fountain with an
area sporting plenty of tables on one side of its large entrance vestibule
— no doubt for coffee hour after ‘services’ — which same, given the
drums and guitars on one of the 2 large stages at the front of the
humoungous auditorium generously equipped with spots and klieg
lights probably could be said to double as a weekly Rock ‘n Roll

concert with, of course, no doubt a hefty dose of Modern American
Religion of sorts thrown in. The holy nature of the building was also
well indicated by all the ‘Pray and Put Your Money In Here’ placarded
toys with bill slots that were liberally scattered around the place on
stands in places where people couldn’t miss seeing or running into
them.)
Some of us—Jack Bramkamp, Ron Latkovic, Walt Halaja, and I
along with some Ducati riders gathered at European MCs around 5:30
and left for the Car Cruise at quarter to 6. Upon arrival and parking
our bikes, we spied Fred Maskrey, Dan Weaver, and Lance Hough
already present and enjoying soft seats on the grass in some nice shade
by their bikes. Later, we ran into Dave Manfredo and Joe Dengler

who’d arrived after we had while we were stuffing our faces and
kicking tires at our table in the aforementioned Starlight Café. While
chatting with Dave and his friend, who should come by on the way to
the food vendors but Dan and Maggie Weaver. Dan had said she was
coming when we saw him upon our first arrival. That made some more
from the club.
At 8:00PM, while we were chatting outside the Starlight Café, the
announcer called on all the hot rod pilots to start and rumble their
engines. That racket was almost worse than standing next to a chopper with 3 foot long straight pipes: deafening and ear-splitting (almost
literally)! We had to shout to hear one another, and most of the roaring
cars were a good half a football field away.
Along with the cars and the many nice motorcycles, we also had a
chance to ogle some pretty unique bicycles, one, a kind of Art Deco
model from ‘way back when, and another apparently an adaptation of
a Schwinn motor bike. I’d never known that Schwinn actually made
motorized bikes for awhile, but one of the gang said they had but quit
making them when a kid got killed on one, which event caused the
president of Schwinn to cut production of them out immediately.
The food was, as usual, great. A couple of us got some Hot Italian
Sausages with everything on humoungous sized hot-dog buns (I think
they were really Hoagie or Submarine rolls), while others got Gyros,
chili, etc. Five of us went inside to a table in the Megachurch’s
Starlight Café, where we we were able to sit down and enjoy our meals
and drinks. About the time we were getting our hot sausage sandwiches and kidding around somebody said that if we needed to make
so much money as a club, maybe we should start having something
like that hot-sausage stove on wheels trailer there, and that maybe,
since he had a trailer hitch on his ‘Light Truck’, we could get PW to
haul it around to rallies for us...all of which got a big laugh... Well, as
they say, “If you don’t want to be talked about, BE THERE!”
After returning from our lengthy food foray, we headed back to
the bikes and wandered around them looking them over more closely.
Just about every marque made was represented, from a beautiful BSA
Gold Star 650 (in its day, one of the hottest bikes going) to, of course,
Harleys, and some neat Victorys. By then dusk was edging on, and
several of us headed for home while it was still a bit light—at least
enough to spy a deer befor he or she decided to see about having a close
conversation with our bikes. All made it after an enjoyable evening at
The Starlight Car Cruise, with thanks for a good idea to Ducati Club
Prez, Lance Hough, and the Wexford Christian Community. We hope
we’ll see more folks out next year.
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MORE CAR CRUISE PICS

AT LEE’S EUROPEAN READY FOR THE RIDE TO
WEXFORD CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY & THE CAR
CRUISE

DIDJA KNOW SCHWINN MADE A MOTORBIKE FOR A
FEW YEARS? WELL, THEY DID, AND HERE’S A RARE
ONE!

AMA: DON'T TARGET MOTORCYCLISTS!
AMERICAN MOTORCYCLIST ASSOCIATION SEEKS
SUSPENSION OF GRANT PROGRAM THAT TARGETS
MOTORCYCLISTS WITH CHECKPOINTS

NOT ONLY ARE THERE ART DECO MOTORCYCLES,
BUT HOW ABOUT A BICYCLE?
AND SOME ‘CHOPPER’ BIKES!
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PICKERINGTON, Ohio -- A federal traffic safety agency is offering
law enforcement agencies hundreds of thousands of dollars to set up
checkpoints that target only motorcyclists, and the American Motorcyclist Association (AMA) wants to know why. The AMA has asked
the agency, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA), to suspend the grant program until questions raised by the
motorcycling community are addressed.
"How do motorcycle-only checkpoints increase the safety of
motorcyclists?" Ed Moreland, AMA senior vice president for government relations, wrote in a letter to NHTSA Administrator David
Strickland on Aug. 9. "Where do the selected states draw their authority to conduct" motorcycle-only safety checks?
"Will 'probable cause' be required to stop a motorcycle under the
terms of this grant program?" Moreland asked. "If so, what will constitute probable cause?" Under its Motorcycle Law Enforcement Demonstration grant program, the NHTSA will award up to $350,000 in
total to be divided among as many as five law enforcement agencies to
set up traffic checkpoints that target motorcyclists.
The demonstration program is modeled after a controversial program in New York where the state police set up a series of checkpoints
that targeted only motorcyclists, raising the ire of the AMA and motorcycling community. In 2008, for example, New York State Police
announced plans to set up 15 checkpoints near motorcycling events
that summer.

The AMA questioned the potential discriminatory and legal nature of the program and sent a list of questions for clarification to the
New York State Police. To date, New York authorities have not responded. Moreland said that if the NHTSA is truly interested in
motorcyclist safety, it should fund proven programs that help prevent
crashes -- rather than checkpoints that single out motorcyclists.
"The primary source of motorcycle safety is in motorcycle crash
prevention, and NHTSA should focus on decreasing the likelihood of
crashes from occurring in the first place," Moreland said.
The AMA urges all riders to contact Strickland and ask that the
discriminatory Motorcycle Law Enforcement Demonstration grant
program be suspended until questions raised by the motorcycling
community are addressed. The easiest way to do that is to go to the
AMA website at AmericanMotorcyclist.com
[http://r20.rs6.net/
tn.jsp?et=1103611716251&s=15738&e=001zZSMr_7Y6rnPAN_XMxUEI5Y3eWbdbqPWCtbMvBzCMIBmLz9WbqKdQk5v9H2N8KaYOIpSM-p_CHOrkjxqWoKAtpPoyQVb62UdLwKxP_2RWd8Tg80eOfUWlLAi_blbO]

LEAVING FROM EUROPEAN MCS OF PITTSBURGH
VINTAGE CAR RACE RIDE
Ralph Meyer
Sunday, July 25th, dawned with momentarily blue skies soon to be
replaced by overcast ones. The temperatures were somewhat lower
too than the past several days. This was the day for the Vintage Auto
Races held in support of the Allegheny Valley School and the Autism
Society of Pittsburgh at Schenley Park in the ‘Burgh, that included a
motorcycle ride commencing at two Harley Dealers, Gatto Cycle and
Z & M, and our own BMW dealer, European Motorcycles of Pittsburgh. Twenty five to thirty bikes left European at 9:00 AM to meet
up with the others at Veltri’s Restaurant on Coxcomb Hill Rd. in Plum.
4 Winds BMW Riders was represented by a number of folks. Among
the bikes leaving European were, of course, BMWs, several Ducatis
and Triumphs, a couple of Hondas, including Gold Wings, a stray
Harley or two, and a Boulevard (a couple of the latter Marque’s bikes
making enough racket to give credence to the name of the run, “Thunder”).
The first stage of the ride was led by our tiny but knowledgeable
ride leader by anything but a direct route to Veltri’s—It reminded me

of the sort of ride our own Phamous M’sieu Le Syphan lays out tripling the as-a-crow-flies mileage to somewhere via curly and tasty
back roads. At Veltri’s humoungous parking lot we had about a 15
minute wait—giving us time off the bikes to kick tires, cool down with
helmets and riding jackets off, take pictures, etc. All of a sudden,
appearing out of the woods hiding Coxcomb Hill Road from the opposite direction, 4 or 5 Harleys with red and blue flashing lights with a
siren providing a couple of announcing wails arrived, trailed by perhaps 60-80 more bikes, most of them Harleys: the Z & M/Gatto
contingents.
Leaving the Allegheny Police Dept. Officers on the road the Z &
M/Gatto group pulled into columns in the parking lot alongside
European’s. After a few 5 minutes more the officers leading the parade
ordered all to ‘wind ‘em back up’ as we were moving out.
A couple of minutes more saw the column, now well over 100
bikes, moving sedately back the way we ourselves had come on Coxcomb Hill Road downhill into Oakmont and thence left onto Allegheny River Boulevard.
As you know, there is a standard Motorcyclist’s group riding
hand signal whose purpose is to point out for one’s followers as one
passes it something extremely interesting of which to take note. Those
in the ‘in’ should have no trouble knowing who energetically used said
signal and what it was that was that was pointed out as we passed by
through Oakmont! I suspect there was some modicum of disappointment on the part of all in the know that we were unable to stop.
Eventually Allegheny River Blvd. morphed into Washington Blvd.,
thence into Butler St., and onto Penn Avenue straight through the very
busy Sunday Strip District.
Did I mention that this so far had been totally a non-stop ride after
Veltri’s? Traffic mattered little. Side street traffic mattered little—it
was blocked by outriders before the staggered twin column parade of
bikes arrived at any busy cross street. And stop lights? It was as if
they didn’t exist for the columns—either that or that red, yellow, and
green meant the same thing: green: keep on rolling, rolling, rolling —
not fast, but inexorably, ‘till the last bike and the trailing, lights flashing, squad car was through the intersection. From Veltri’s to Schenley
Park there was NO, repeat, NO point at which we stopped. Es war
unglaublich! A feller or gal could get used to that! Real easily. On the
return home, however, one had to remind oneself that a red light was a
red light, and meant STOP! But not on the way there.
While on Penn Ave, Larry and his wife pulled off onto a small
enclosed parking lot with their RT, and Ed Syphan quickly followed
onto the side of the road. I didn’t know what was wrong, but couldn’t
get over so had to keep on going, just hoping all would be well. I
couldn’t see them pull back into the column later on, so remained
hopeful nothing much was really wrong.
We made it all the way downtown thence over to French St., up
7th, and eventually headed back in the direction we’d come on Penn
Avenue, only this time on Liberty Avenue. Our Allegheny Co. LEOs
were making a regular parade of the column everywhere we passed,
probably much to the chagrin of cagers who had to wait for the group
to pass.
From Liberty, we went up Aiken to 5th, 5th to Bigelow Blvd to
Schenley Dr to a left onto Frew St. whence the column halted at the
corner of Frew and Tech St, with Carnegie Mellon’s Hunt Library on
our left. And there we stayed as a race (we could hear the cars growling
around the track) was on. Part of the program was that the bike
column was to be led around the race course itself so we had to await
our turn.
Meantime, as a preview to a coming “attraction” several large
drops of water appeard on the tanks, saddles, and topcases of the
bikes that sported them. A mad scramble ensued via cellphones and
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reason for stopping was that his engine was overheating at the slow
speed we were traveling, and Larry and his wife, he said, were in dire
need of a pit stop. Nonetheless, motorcyclists stopping when another motorcyclist pulls off with a possible problem and is perhaps in

WAITING FOR THE LEOS & HARLEY RIDERS
Blackberries to find out what the radar report on the rain coming
across Ohio said. My own weather watcher said 50-60-50% chance
of rain especially in the early afternoon. Walt called Wayne, who told
him the rain was just about at Pittsburgh, and another rider’s Blackberry actually had the radar map, and sure enough the green covered
the ‘Burgh. All up and down the line, the rain gear was appearing and
going on, and well it was!
The day had been hot enough already, despite being a few degrees
cooler than the mid 90s of Saturday, but with the humidity and rain
gear on, it became sweltering. One almost wished the rain would come
just in hopes of cooling things off a little.

OUR PHOTOGRAPHER, WIFE, & FRIEND
need of help is both a fine sign of friendship, as Walt stated, as well as
de rigueur for most of us who travel on 2 wheels—an indication that
the 2 wheeled fraternity is indeed a fine fellowship of guys and gals
who are good folks, and pretty much the direct opposite of the picture
Hollywood often lousily portrays. Speaking of which, as this ride and
the races had been to benefit the Autism Society of Pittsburgh, Holly

READY FOR LUNCH!

FLEW STREET WAIT
After about 40 minutes parked on Frew Street a race representative went down the line telling us to helmet up and start engines as it
was shortly to be our turn to ride the 2.33 mile race course—NOT,
however, at track day speeds—as our average speed was at the ‘Parade Notch’ of about 15-17mph. During this 10 minute ride the race
audience got to see motorcyclists at their best, as we all kept waving
good-humoredly to the spectators despite the rain that, once we were
on the track, began to come down in buckets and continued to do so
almost to the end of our ride around the track, finally letting up and
quitting as we were ushered onto E. Circuit Road to park the bikes and
head over to the nearby food tents and accompanying porta-potties
(by then more an immediate necessity for many riders than lunch!).
After Walt, Holly, PW, Ron and Jeanette, and I were parked, Ed
Syphan arrived and parked. He and Larry and his wife, he said, joined
the end of the column after the stop—Walt said his stopping when
Larry and his wife did was a fine sign of friendship, but Ed said their
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mentioned that she thought a good idea would be for the club to
sponsor a ride for the Humane Society—an idea that all of us gathered
at Lee Marks’s pickup (whose tailgate was making a fine table to
support our lunch plates) thought was an excellent notion. It might be
a good thing to think about for next year.
After lunch, and listening to the cars roar around the race course,
which was about 200 yards from where the food tents were, due to the
further iffyness of the weather, not to mention older versions of knees
that were already giving some of us trouble, several of us decided to
call it a day, hang it up, and head home. I don’t know when others may
have left, but Walt, Ed, and I headed out around 12:45, going through
town first led by Ed, then Walt, finally onto 279 North to 79, with Ed
continuing up 79 North, and Walt and I to Bakerstown via the Red
Belt. According to my GPS’s tracking information we’d been on the
road about 4 3/4ths hours, and bang on 100 miles—an indication at
least of the slowness of the ‘parade’ that we made up from Veltri’s to

Schenley Park. Despite the occasional rain showers it was an enjoyable and interesting day, and great to see so many bikes in the same
area at one time. Perhaps that will give some cagers the awareness that
there are more than just a few of us around. Nice.

RALPH
And many thanks to Ron “Reddy K” Latkovic for the fine pictures--obviously shot between sessions of showers... If you wonder
where the antique cars are, the rain precluded getting shots of them
unless we were equipped with underwater cameras, which neither
Ron nor I were!

Here’s the map of the ride from Lee’s to where we
met the LEOs and the Harley Riders from 3 Rivers
and Gatto Cycles, and
thence from there to
downtown and finally to the
Vintage Car Race track in
Schenley Park. Would you
believe that from the meetup point to the VCR we
didn’t stop a single time for
a stop light--even when
they were red? ---Sure
helps to have LEOs playing
road guard with sirens,
etc.!

And here’s a map of the Schenley
Park Vintage Car Race Circuit.
We had our turn to ride around it
once before parking elsewhere
by the lunch tents. It would make
for a thrilling Vintage Bike Race
circuit, don’t you think? Maybe
one of these years?
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44TH RALLY T-SHIRT REORDER OFFER

Custom T-Shirt Re-Order Offer
4 Options
Ladies Style, Performance Wicking, Long Sleeve, & Men’s Short Sleeve Pocket
Thanks to Hilary and Maggie, the rally shirts were strikingly vivid this year. There are a few
cotton pocket shirts left in Med. and Large sizes which are still available for the rally price
of $15.00. Besides the usual cotton men’s shirts (with pocket), one quarter of the total order came
in a moisture wicking, anti-microbial, performance fabric (no pocket), which turned out to be quite
popular and sold out quickly. The larger cotton sizes did not last long either.
We are offering the option of a custom post-rally order if you were not able to get a size or style
you wanted, as well as adding two more options -- a long sleeve men’s cotton and a ladies cut
performance wicking anti-microbial fabric. Obviously the prices will be higher due to the smaller
quantity. The number of shirts ordered will determine the price, so please pass the word around
your friends and rally guests who may not see this newsletter offer. (There can be different styles
within the quantity of 15. We do not have to order 15 or 30 of all the same kind.)
Qty. 15

Qty. 30

Men’s Performance Wicking Short Sleeve

$27.50

$21.75

Ladies Performance Wicking Short Sleeve

29.50

24.00

Men’s Cotton Pocket Short Sleeve

23.65

18.45

Men’s Cotton Long Sleeve, no pocket

25.10

19.75

Please contact me by phone or email with the exact size and style you’re interested in or any
questions. I will let everyone know the outcome and what the actual prices will be before we go
ahead with the order. Deadline will be Sept. 15, the Wed. after the monthly meeting at Leo’s
house.
Diane Pears
724-656-1239
TimnDiane@comcast.net
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Sorry, blonde not included.

Ladies 4 oz., 100% polyester single knit jersey with Double Dry® moisture wicking finish. Self-fabric
collar and neck tape. Wicks moisture away from the body and helps control moisture build-up. Tagless.
Self-fabric V-neck.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL
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remaining at home in the stable. The other ‘usual suspects,’ PW, the
Camper, an no doubt John Allen, were most likely on their way back
from the RA rally in Vermont this Sunday Morning. We didn’t know
where Dave Manfredo or Walt Halaja were. All I knew is that Walt
said he didn’t think he’d be there.

NORTH BREAKFAST RIDE
08-01-2010

Keep Super Bob in your thoughts.

Although some of the usual suspects were missing for this morning’s
Breakfast, we still numbered 8 riders and nicely half filled the front
room of VIP King’s Restaurant at I-79 exit 73. 3 fine riders on really
nice bikes joined the 5 ‘usuals’ for the breakfast and nice post-breakfast tire kicking: Mike Monk and his wife, Megan, and Chris Bell.
Mike arrived on his new BMW S1000RR accompanied by Megan on
her Honda VCS1300 and Chris piloting a BMW K1200S. During and
after the breakfast we enjoyed a delightful description of the various
modes the Beemers’ electronic suspension controls could be set at.
Neat bikes, as per all the Motorcycle Rag Reports any of us have ever
seen on these new Bavarian offerings. And Megan’s Honda sparkled
in a way that would make any motorcyclist proud. Beautiful bikes all.
We’re looking forward to seeing Chris, Mike, and Megan down the
road in the future and most likely at the rally in a couple of weeks.
Us five ‘usuals’ arrived on our usual mounts though Reddy K,
having left Smokey in the barn was rolling Bandit this morning. JR
wondered as he dehelmeted, just seeing that V-Twin whether we should
leave whoever was riding it in if he was one of our gang, thinking
perhaps that Bandit belonged to some heretic. But on further consideration and closer examination, it was indeed Ron’s Bandit, which, of
course, could never be considered the bike of a Beemer apostate! (We
think Ron spends more time at European than anyone else we know,
because he always knows what’s going on there!) It even rumbled
nicely when he started it up after the breakfast to head out. Jack
Bramkamp was sporting his Triumph Speed Triple this morning,
while John “JR” Rolin was on “Silent Nice Guy,” his FJR, with Frank
Beatrous arriving on the phamous KLR thumper, and myself on the
‘Big Guy” - ‘Silver’ - the K1200GT, the ‘Lil guy’ the 500CC RE Bullet

We had our usual enjoyable breakfast together, though Ron “Reddy
K” Latkovic had some bad news for us: “Super Bob,” the VIP King’s
Restaurant Manager, who always reserves King’s front room for us
and treats us very well, went in Upper St. Clair Hospital earlier last
week with diabetic foot trouble—a sore that apparently would not
heal. He was due out of the hospital, Ruth, our morning’s waitress
said, on August 2nd. In any event, we ask folks to keep him in their
thoughts for a quick recovery. He’s always done great by those of us
who attend the North Breakfast ride, and we all hope he’ll get good
care and have his diabetic troubles overcome.

RALPH

ART DECO HENDERSON
Kev Hart would like one of these for Christmas!

On the Net...

Have you found a neat location on the Internet? Send the URL in with a brief description of what it’s
about to the editor and we’ll post it here for the benefit of your fellow riders...
Note: copy or type the underlined link into your browser’s URL textbox and hit ‘Go’ or ‘Enter’ to go there.
Our Four Winds Site, what else??? http://www.4windsbmw.org . And always remember never to forget, you can get this and past
color copies of the Newsletter in PDF format there! Check it out if you haven’t already done so.
Information on all sorts of motorcycles: http://thekneeslider.com/ .
From Ed Syphan: The Origin of Ducati: http://videos.howstuffworks.com/discovery-turbo/14003-twist-the-throttlethe-origin-of-ducati-video.htm
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GPS FOR MEN

THE BUCKET SEAT
Check out the number on this bike. Kev Hart sent in this picture. So
who sez there’s not enough room on a motorcycle for camping gear? If
a 125cc something-or-other can handle 9 people (count the heads!)
surely a Beemer can haul a small cottage... What say?

Walt Halaja sent this over. Sez that’s the way he thinks his GPS is
programmed to work! [Editor: Mine too sometimes, dang it!]

WEST BREAKFAST RIDE
AUGUST 14, 2010
CHANGED IN ROUTE!
SNEAK PEEK

by Walt Halaja
Well, we had members Frank Beatrous, Ralph “The Princeton Tiger”

FOR SALE
Please note: If you sell your item, please notify the newsletter editor so it can be removed from this list.
2005 R1200RT: 28k miles. $11,500. All dealer serviced. New front tire and front brakes. Heated seats & grips. BMW Cruise
Control. BMW Alarm. BMW Tankbag. Extra BWM Accessory outlet wired to battery. Contact Trent Dennison:
trentden@juno.com
‘06 K1200S, 10.2k, silver/gray, all factory options. Newly installed Akrapovic Ti/Ti/CF full exh, Evoluzione race intake, dual
compound rear tire with Dynojet runs on each change totaling +12rwhp.Dealer installed clear strobe turn/brake lights, CF trim,
panniers w/ liners and tank bag, center stand, June 2012 extended unlimited mi warranty. Dealer maintained w/records. Adult
owned, never down,immaculate condition. $13,900/obo, Peter: 724-516-1260(PA)
The Sidecar Rig Al Vangura Engineered: For sale at Bob’s BMW, Jessup, MD. A GREAT rig! For pictures, see p. 10 of the June
newsletter. Contact Bob’s BMW 866-861-5750 if interested.
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Meyer, Dave “2 Spark” McLaughlin, Paul “PW” White, and me, Walt
Halaja,—some of the regulars out for the breakfast: no surprises
today.
Right off the bat, I suggested a ride to the Arnold Palmer Regional
Airport and that we should give that some thought while we were
enjoying each other’s company and breakfast together. A couple of
days or so before, I had seen a news clip of the WWII B17 Bomber
that would be there to view and ride if you had the time and money
(Someone at breakfast had seen the cost: it was around $400 for a half
hour flight!). 2 Spark, whom I thought would have the most interest
in this ride because he is a pilot and has his own plane said he had
already seen that plane several times and besides, he had 2 parties to
attend that day, so that put him out for that ride, although he said he
would tag along for some time, then peel off. Frank was anxious to get
back home to work on his old “K” Bike—which I have found out since
is running fine now. Ralph had things to do at home and had what he
thought might be a problem with his final drive on the K-Bike, and
wanted to stop at European so Lee or Hoss could take a look at it, so
he was out!
Well, I was ready to scrap the ride, but PW said he wanted to ride,
so I said “OK then the 3 of us will go. About 45 minutes into the ride,
we stopped at my friend Ed’s home in Monongahela; he lives on Rt
481 and has a real “out house” and doesn’t mind if we use it. Strange,
but I usually have to go after those big breakfasts with too much
coffee. Ed has a U-Haul business and repair shop and lives at 731, Rt.
481, so if you need a U-Haul and can find him, just tell him Walt sent
you! We stayed a bit longer than normal because it was hot. This was
where 2 Spark peeled off and headed for Rt. 40 on 481 while PW and
I headed for Rt. 136 to Rt. 51. As we were heading for 981 I thought
of Big Al, but didn’t say anything to PW. However, at a red light he
said “Do you want to visit Big Al?” At the next light I said, “Fine” and
that I was OK with not making the airport ride! Thus, the name of the

Perryopolis. Well low and behold, PW and I stopped there for another
bite to eat; I had been there before and we just wanted to refuel before
the hot, and I do mean hot, ride home! So how hot was it? Well at
Rte’s 88 and 51 my ambient temperature gauge finally hit 100 degrees,
and at Rt. 51 and Whited St. it hit 102. Of course we all know that
these bike thermometers are not 100% correct, as PW’s was reading a
few degrees below mine; nevertheless I think that was the hottest ride
for me on Traveler #3 to this date! I arrived home at 4:23 PM with
93.6 miles from Bob Evans.
So: finally: possible South breakfast riders, why don’t you stand
up at a meeting and get the location changed to Randall’s! Of course
we may have to have a Quorum for that! So I guess that will never
happen! “OK President Vince just kidding!!,” but I’m sure it could be
changed without that dreaded Quorum of 50%”

WALT

N.J. INVITATION
FOUR WINDS BMW RIDERS: STOP IN ON A RIDE TO
NEW JERSEY
By Eckenhoff Motorcycles of Cherry Hill <ecycle@eckenhoff.com>
With the closing of DeSimone Motorsport of Mt. Laurel New jersey
last year, many BMW motorcycle owners were left with no dealer to
go to in South Jersey. Rob Kiviat “RK” of RK BMW and DeSimone
is now at Eckenhoff Motorcycles. His skills are well known in the tristate area and as a Master Certified Technician for BMW motorcycles
he is the one to see for your BMW motorcycle needs.
We are located behind the Cherry Hill Mall at 919 Church Rd.,
Cherry Hill, New Jersey. Our goal is to close the gap and bring quality
repairs and service to the BMW riding community. We are stocking
original BMW parts and can provide you with many other quality
replacement parts and tires.
Give us a call at 856-482-5300 or go to our website at
WWW.eckenhoff.com.
report comes into play: “Changed in Route;” you never know what’s
going to happen on these breakfast rides. Well, finally at Big Al’s we
were surprised: many of you know Dan Rudert who was also there
and had just finished a good ride with Al and another fellow. We had a
good visit with Al; he is just a great Fellow as you all know! And BTW
he hadn’t gotten to finish his Ural yet! He wanted to have it at the
rally, but just couldn’t find the time to get it done.
It’s funny that at Bob Evans we were discussing how no one
seems to attend the South Breakfast and we thought that maybe it
should be moved to another location like “Randall’s Restaurant” near
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When you hear of BMW dealers closing it should make us happy
our own European Motorcycles of Pittsburgh is going strong! But if
you’re in New Jersey and in need of something immediately, check out
Eckenhoff MCs of Cherry Hill.

(CONTINUED NEXT PAGE)
THE WAY WE WERE
BACK WHEN
Fine nostalgia scanned in for your
reading pleasure by Walt Halaja
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GS FENDER EXTENDERS
Sent in by Don Poremski for all you GS Riders out there.

Product News Release
5.
Machineart Moto, designers of specialized products for BMW motorcycles,
introduce the MudSling™ Avant, a patent pending front fender extension that
mounts to BMW R1200GS and F800/
650GS fenders without the need for
drilling mounting holes. The MudSling™
Avant extends the successful MudSling™ rear fender line available for
both the BMW R1200GS and F800/
650GS and provides extra front fender
length to reduce mud, water, tar, and
rock splash back onto the engine, pipes,
and surrounding components.
“A key selling feature is the Avantʼs ease
of installation with no hole drilling required unlike all other available fender
extensions”, says Andrew Serbinski,
Principal Designer and President of Machineart. “Not only is it simpler to install,
it looks beautifully integrated and is
transferable to another bike without
leaving disﬁguring holes behind, a
beneﬁt for resale value”. Avants ﬁts on
top of the fender secured by three compression clamps that grip the underside
of the fender drawn tight with T25 Torx
Head screws. Avant12 for the R1200GS
adds 133mm (5.25") of length, and the

Der Polierlappen

AVANT 8/6 adds 146mm (5.75"). Both
are shaped with characteristic ﬂared
wings that widen the splash coverage
area without looking wide.
Features and Beneﬁts:
1.

2.

3.

4.

AVANT mounts with a compression
clamp in three places for a secure
ﬁt and DOES NOT REQUIRE
DRILLING the fender. This is a key
selling point, appealing to customers who do not want to disﬁgure the
stock part by drilling holes, improving resale value and enabling the
Avant to be moved to another bike.
All other fender extensions require
drilling.
Three mounting clamps have integral self-locking nuts to prevent
loosening and install with three T25
Torx screws.
AVANT provides extra length to the
front fenders to much reduce mud,
water, tar, and rock splash back
onto the engine and pipes Avant12, 133mm (5.25"), AVANT 8,
146mm (5.75").
An AVANT design characteristic is
the ﬂared out wings along the sides
that provide wider coverage and
resistance to mud build-up without
looking wide. They mount to the top
side of the stock fender and are

6.

7.
8.

designed to complement the shape
and ﬁnish of the BMW fender.
AVANT is Injection molded black
polypropylene with a surface texture that matches the stock BMW
fender. Polypropylene is the same
material used in dirt bike fenders
and is resilient to ﬂex without breaking. All other fender extensions are
vacuum formed and most are
painted.
The part numbers are AV-12, and
AV-8/6. AV-8/6 ﬁts both the F800
and 650 GS fenders, even though
the respective fenders are different.
The designs are Patent Pending for
both Design and Utility.
The retail cost of AV-12 is $79, and
the AV-8/6 $69. They are positioned
at the high end of the market,
commensurate with the designʼs
functional, installation and appearance beneﬁts over competing products.

MachineartMoto
www.machineartmoto.com is an online
store for BMW motorcycle aftermarket
products designed by Machineart Industrial Design. Products are also sold
through BMW and independent dealers,
and distributors outside of the USA:
In Europe, by Nippy Normanʼs in
the U.K. www.nippynormans.com.
In Canada, by Moto Internationale
www.motointer.com/bmw
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A FEW 44TH RALLY PICTURES
with Thanks to Diane Pears et al., our “Casey the Crime Photographers”!
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BMW EXPLOR RALLY

Please join BMW XPLOR, RawHyde Adventures and BMW of Pittsburgh
September 23rd -26th, 2010 for the BMW XPLOR Mines and Meadows Rally
located in the beautiful wooded hills of Wampum, Pennsylvania, just 45 minutes north of Pittsburgh.
The "Mines and Meadows Park" is one of the most unique OHV areas in North America.
It's actually a designated Off Highway Vehicle area with a twist.
The twist is the ability to take your bike "off road and underground".
You will also have the chance to ride some classic eastern woods trails;
where you will need to use all your slow speed skills.
BMW of Pittsburgh will lead a ride from our store to the rally on
Thursday September 23rd leaving at 8am
Sign up will be from 7:30am to 8:00am or just meet us at the rally.
When: September 23rd -26th, 2010
Where: 1307 Old Route 18, Wampum, PA. 16157
How Much: $299
What Is Included: A lot of fun, 8 meals, a beverage package, camping fee, souvenir jersey,
a guided tour through the mine, GPS tracks to local rides, guided rides
and a chance to hang out with a couple of hundred enthusiastic adventure riders.
Take Rawhydes Two day Adventure Camp without having to travel to CA for $1295
this will include the rally fee.
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For more information or to register for the rally go to
www.bmwoffroadacademy.com/mines-n-meadows.html

Weekend test rides available on select models.
Trade-ins accepted all brands
In Town Location. Out of Town Pricing.
Shop us last.

MAP TO LEO STANTON’S
FROM THE NORTH ON RTE 51
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Four Winds BMW Riders
c/o Ralph Meyer, Editor
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720

DIRECTIONS TO THE MEETING:
HOW DO I JOIN
FOUR WINDS BMW
RIDERS?
To join, come to a meeting and introduce
yourself. Meetings are listed here in the
Newsletter and in the schedule of events
on the Web Site, www.4windsbmw.org.
Membership dues are $15 per year for primary membership, and $7.50 per year for
associate members residing in the same
household as a primary member.
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The September 11th, 2010 meeting will be held from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM
at Leo Stanton’s, 3015 Walton Rd in Finleyville, PA, (Ph.. 412-3848229). Hamburgers, hot dogs, and drinks will be provided. Members are
asked to bring appetizers, side dishes, and desserts according to your
last name: A-H: side dish; I-P: appetizer; Q-Z: dessert.
From Pittsburgh: Take Rt. 51 South out of Pittsburgh. About 8 miles or so
south of the south end of the Liberty Tunnels, you’ll cross a railroad
track and the Hwy 43/Turnpike. About .6 mile after the Railroad, take
the Scotia Hollow Rd ‘Y’ to the right to Ridge Rd. Cross Ridge Rd and
Turn Right onto Walton Rd (Walton dead-ends on Scotia Hollow and is
the next road to the right after Ridge Rd). Leo’s Driveway, #3015, is on
the right on Walton, after you pass Dale Ln/Rd on the right. You can also
turn right onto Ridge from Scotia Hollow instead of crossing Ridge, then
left onto Dale Ln/Rd, then right onto Walton, and right into Leo’s, #3015,
driveway.
From the South: Take Rt 51 North, cross the Monongahela River, and get
off at the Ridge Rd Exit after the Mon bridge, taking Ridge Rd West
toward Finleyville. Turn left onto Dale Ln/Rd, right onto Walton, and
right at Leo’s, #3015, driveway.
Map is on p. 19

